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[(Row 1, Image 1: Duck with wings extended)]
[(Text under image)] (Enten [(Text under image)]
[(Row 1, Image 2: Falcon on small stand, scratching its chin with talon)]
[(Text under image)] Falken [(Text under image)]
[(Row 1, Image 3: Hunting dog on leash)]
[(Text under image)] Hunde [(Text under image)]
[(Row 1, Image 4: Stag)]
[(Text under image)]  Hirsch [(Text under image)]

[(Right Side of Page, Row 1)} Miniiertes Kartenspiel
in Stuttgart 1440/45
En ( [(Unknown)] )

Jagdspiel, Wien
Hofmnferin
ca 1455
Burgund

Ambraser Spiel.

Reiher Falken Federspiel Hirsche

[(Row 2, Image 1: Shield with figure of three legged eagle, lance at right
wing)]
[(Text under image)] Deutschland [(Text under image)]

[(Row 2, Image 2: Shield with three shapes inside, one to right.  All four
shapes look like combination of fleur-de-lis and trident head)]
[(Text under image)] Frankreich [(Text under image)]

[(Row 2, Image 3: shield with horizontal light and dark stripes)]
[(Text under image)] [Ungarn [(Text under image)]

[(Row 2, Image 4: shield with two-tailed lion, facing left)]
[(Text under image)] Böhmen [(Text under image)]
[(Text at right margin)]Ambraser spiel. [(Text at right margin)]
[(Rows 3 & 4: Images appear to be mah jong tiles, with dots arranged in
'domino' pattern at top left and bottom right corners to denote tile
number, and simple image. no text associated with tiles.)]

[(Row 3, Image 1: Tile number is 12.  image in tile is sunburst shaped
box kite at top right with ruffled streamer or tail trailing off to bottom left.)]

[(Row 3, Image 2: Tile number is 6. Image shape appears to be rolled
carpet with corner tassels.)]

[(Row 3, Image 3: Tile number is 11. Image appears to be cat's face or
crab carapace, with 'rat tail' trailing off to bottom left.)]

[(Row 3, Image 4: Tile number is 10 (5 + 5). Image of round box kite with
ruffled tail trailing to the bottom left.)]

Peter Flötner
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((Sisaufelein?))

[(Row 4, Image 1: Tile number is 2. Image of crossed rolled carpets.)]

[(Row 4, Image 2: Tile number is 10 (6 +4). Image of rolled carpet.)]

[(Row 4, Image 3: Tile number is 4. Image of stick figure 'tree' bisecting
tile, with 3 branches sticking horizontally out from vertical 'trunk'. 3 - 5
'needles' hang down from each 'branch'.)]

[(Row 4, Image 4: Tile number is 7. Image of 2 Chinese coin shapes
with pennant rising up to top right from one.)]

[(Text Row 4)] Sebach Becham
exi. Erhard Schön

[(Text under Row 4)] (( (hines domina) ?))

[(Row 5 has 3 images but no text)]

[(Row 5, Image 1: Round shield with flowery design)]

[(Row 5, Image 2: Songbird in flight, diving to left. Seen from underside)]

[(Row 5, Image 3:  two pill shapes in vertical row.  both 'pills' have two
horizontal lines at center)]
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The mission of the Smithsonian is the increase and diffusion of knowledge - shaping the future by preserving our
heritage, discovering new knowledge, and sharing our resources with the world. Founded in 1846, the
Smithsonian is the world's largest museum and research complex, consisting of 19 museums and galleries, the
National Zoological Park, and nine research facilities.Become an active part of our mission through the
Transcription Center. Together, we are discovering secrets hidden deep inside our collections that illuminate our
history and our world.
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